Alexandra (23 years)
Education

Highest Education Level: Abitur
Studies: BWL / VWL

Languages

German - Mother tongue
English - Fließend in Wort und Schrift (B1 / B2)

Height: 1.73 m
Clothing measurements
Clothing size: 36/38
Experience
currently: dual student to become a HR-manager, temporary worker as Front Office
agent and at the recruiting Département, also temporary worker at a fashion
boutique, different jobs at Instaff (especially promotion, service and catering) during
school time: Organizing schoolparties (selection of the event location, cooperation
with the organizers, creation and maintenance of the eventhomepage, control of the
guest list, clean-up, accounting), cashier at Edeka (cash desk operation, recieving
department), shop assistant at Takko Fashion (customer service, recieving
department, inventory control, cash desk operation, goods labelling, clean-up),
waiter at Bavarian restaurant (serving beverage&food, inventory control, ordering
goods, kitchen help, clean-up)
Recent Jobs & Reviews
Messe München Trendset
(1 day in München for Vosteen)
Barkeeper Veranstaltung
(1 day in München for Karl & Faber Kunstauktionen GmbH)
Barkeeper Veranstaltung
(1 day in München for Karl & Faber Kunstauktionen GmbH)
German Voice Recording Gig
(1 day in Hamburg for Globalme)
Testkunde gesucht – Raubling / 18.02.2020 !!!
(1 day in Raubling for transfer GmbH, Marktforschung und Myste...)
Weihnachtsfeier Marc O'Polo
(1 day in Kolbermoor for Giuseppe e Amici GmbH)
Testkunden an Promotionstand – Rosenheim - 23.11.2019 - 9:30 - 1...
(1 day in Rosenheim for transfer GmbH, Marktforschung und Myste...)
Wedding dress sale event
(1 day in München for Uniforma Kft)
STICKER 16.10
(1 day in München for AMBERMEDIA GmbH)
Metallica Konzert München 25x Bar Tender
(1 day in München for Arena Cocktail Catering GmbH)
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